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a b s t r a c t
We present a system for fast capture of personalized 3D avatar using two Kinects. The key feature of the
system is that the capturing process can be ﬁnished in a moment, or quantitatively 3 s, which is short
enough for the person being captured to hold a static pose stably and comfortably. This fast capture is
achieved by using two calibrated Kinects to capture the front and back side of the person simultaneously.
To alleviate the view angle limit, the two Kinects are driven by their automatic motors to capture three
scans covering the upper, middle and lower part of the person from front and back respectively, resulting
in three partial scans for each Kinect. After denoising, all partial scans are rigidly aligned together using a
novel supersymmetric third-order graph matching algorithm. Since all these partial scans can be captured
in a moment, the discrepancy between them caused by body movement is neglectable, saving the effort
of non-rigid alignment. The missing gaps between the front and back scans are ﬁlled using quadratic
Bézier curve. The ﬁnal reconstructed mesh model demonstrates good ﬁdelity against the person with
personalized details of hairstyle, face, and salient cloth wrinkles.
© 2013 The Society of Manufacturing Engineers. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The rapid growing of somatosensory interaction technique is
becoming a new and strong momentum for the development of
computer graphics applications. For example, the recent release
of Microsoft Kinect [1] has quickly made somatic game unprecedentedly prevalent. A key component of somatosensory interaction
is 3D avatar, which is a digitalized 3D representation of a user or
her/his alter ego. The user can drive her/his 3D avatar to interact
with the virtual world.
One important goal in building 3D avatar is to make it as similar
to the user as possible, hence distinguishable from that of other
one’s, leading to the so-called personalized avatar. There are many
factors for a personalized avatar, such as face, clothing, hairstyle,
etc. Among all the factors, body shape is a good trade-off between
modeling difﬁculty and reliability. In this work, we use Kinect to
construct personalized 3D avatar for any person, offering not only
accurate body shape but also moderate details of hairstyle, face,
and salient cloth wrinkles.
Traditional approaches to full body human capturing and modeling often rely on complicated and expensive setup, making it
difﬁcult for a casual user to create her/his virtual clone out of laboratory. Such examples are like the 3D scanning systems of SCAPE [2]
and Cyberware [3]. Alternatively, Microsoft Kinect, as a low-price
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depth camera, has recently been used to capture human body [4,5].
However, the depth data captured by Kinect over a certain distance
is of extreme low quality, making it hard to be directly used to construct accurate 3D model. Weiss et al. [4] capture naked full bodies
using a single Kinect. To obtain accurate 3D shape estimates, the
user has to perform a serial of varying poses in front of the sensor. The multiple monocular views are combined to compute body
shape and pose simultaneously using the SCAPE model [2].
In our system, we leave out the pose factor and aim at fast capture of dressed human body in a moment, which is like camera
shooting. A similar system was presented by Tong et al. [5], where a
3D full body is obtained by using three calibrated Kinects to capture
a stationary person standing on a turntable for about 30 s. In contrast, our system builds a more ﬂexible and simple setup, i.e., two
easily calibrated Kinects but without turntable. More importantly,
the capture can be ﬁnished in 3 s and the total time for building a
personalized avatar is about 1 min (compared to several minutes
by Tong et al. [5]). The former feature is made possible by a simple geometric calibration method while the latter beneﬁts from a
novel fast high-order graph matching algorithm. These unique features make our system user-friendly, and especially suitable for
out-of-laboratory environment.
In psychology studies, a moment, qualitatively measured as 3 s,
is suggested to be the basic temporal building blocks of a person
behaviorally expressing subjective experiences [6]. Perceptually, a
moment is seen to be a comfortable period for a general person
to perform a stationary pose. This motivates us to build a userfriendly 3D avatar capturing system where the capture process can
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the system setup: two Kinects in opposite orientations are
located at the front and back sides of the person being captured, with 1.5–3 m mutual
distance and half of the human height.

be ﬁnished in a moment. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
ﬁrst human capturing system satisfying such time requirement.
Moreover, our system can obtain qualiﬁed 3D surface models with
personalized details such as hairstyles and salient cloth wrinkles
(see Fig. 1).
2. Related work
The typical 3D scanning device used for capturing detailed
human bodies is laser scanner, which is an active off-the-shelf
device that uses laser to capture the subject. The Cyberware Whole
Body Color 3D Scanner [3] can capture a personalized avatar in
about 17 s. However, the system is expensive for a casual user. In
addition, the user is required to hold a static pose for 17 s, which is
much longer than a moment.
The Microsoft Kinect [1] is a much cheaper alternative. Many
pioneer studies have been conducted on using Kinects for scanning
objects. Izadi et al. [7] propose a GPU-based implementation for
simultaneous Kinect camera tracking and rigid surface reconstruction. Cui et al. [8] develop a system to scan coarse 3D body of a
person turning around continuously in front of a static Kinect for
about 30 s. Weiss et al. [4] build a nice system to capture the 3D body
of a moving person using a single Kinect, assisted by the parameterized SCAPE model [2]. Both silhouettes in RGB image and depth
data are used in shape and pose estimation. Due to the limit dimension of PCA used in the SCAPE model, the quality of reconstructed
model is not sufﬁciently high to be person-wise distinguishable. By
using three Kinects and some accompanied devices, Tong et al. [5]
present a successful system to capture 3D human body models in
about 30 s. The applications of these existing systems are somewhat
limited due to the complexity of system setup and the capturing
time.
So far, none of the existing systems can fulﬁll the requirement
of fast capture, i.e., in 3 s, which is suggested as a proper period
for a general person to take a static pose stably and comfortably,
according to the studies from psychology [6,9]. In this paper, this
time requirement is considered as an important target in building our capturing system. This paper is an extended version of our
paper appeared in SIGGRAPH ASIA Posters 2012 [10].
3. Overview
The conﬁguration of our capturing system is illustrated in Fig. 1.
Two Kinects, with opposite orientations, are located at the front and

Fig. 2. A snapshot of our system (left) and three partial scans covering the upper,
middle and lower part of the human body captured by the front Kinect.

back sides of the person being captured. The distance between the
two Kinects is about 1.5∼3 m. The height of both Kinect cameras is
about the half height of the person. Note that this conﬁguration is
rather ﬂexible due to the convenient calibration mechanism used
in our system (see Section 4.1).
During capturing, the user stands in the middle of the two
Kinects, holding a static pose. Basically, the user can take any pose
that is occlusion-free, as shown in Fig. 1. Since the view angle of
Kinect camera is 43◦ and the valid scanning distance is limited,
each Kinect can only scan a part of the human body. Therefore, we
use the motor driver installed on the Kinect camera to adjust its
pitching angles to −30◦ , 0◦ and +30◦ , capturing three frames covering the upper, middle and lower parts of the human body. Thus,
the two Kinects capture six frames. Each frame is a partial scan
of the human body including a 640 × 480 color image registered
with a 640 × 480 depth image (e.g. Fig. 2). The 3D coordinates of
the scanned points are automatically computed with the OpenNI
package [11]. Using OpenNI, we can also work with Kinect’s motor
driver and obtain self registration between color image and depth
image.
4. Avatar capture and reconstruction
After the two Kinects are properly placed and oriented, our
system is physically set up. Our system works in six stages:
Kinect calibration, capturing, scan denoising, scan alignment, postprocessing and mesh reconstruction. Since the capturing process
has been discussed in the system overview, this section will focus
on the remaining stages.
4.1. Geometric Kinect calibration
The goal of Kinect calibration is: for any given 3D point, its 3D
coordinates captured by the two Kinects are aligned in the same
reference frame. Different to the traditional calibration methods
for multi-view cameras widely adopted in computer vision [12],
we make full use of the depth data and resort to the geometry
information to perform multi-Kinect calibration. Speciﬁcally, the
calibration is reduced to a geometry alignment problem and the
same process can be reused in the scan alignment stage.
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accelerate the computation. A more generalized formulation for
higher order is discussed in [16].
4.3.1. Third-order graph matching with supersymmetric tensor
In our method, point matching is computed by an efﬁcient thirdorder graph matching approach which takes the advantage of a new
compact supersymmetric representation.
Deﬁnition 1 ((3-th Supersymmetric Afﬁnity Tensor)). Given two feature sets P1 and P2 , with N1 and N2 features respectively, let all
feature tuples for P1 and P2 be F1 and F2 , there is a matching between
feature tuples in F1 and corresponding tuples in F2 . The supersymmetric afﬁnity tensor is a third-order nonnegative tensor T, for
which there exists a set of indices , and a third-order potential
function , such that



T((i, j, k)) =
Fig. 3. Denoising example: input (left) and denoised (right).

To perform calibration, we let the two Kinects capture the same
object and perform alignment based on the overlapping region of
the two partial scans.

To maximize the overlap, we simply place a piece of crumpledand-then-unfolded A4 paper (shown in the wrapped ﬁgure)
in-between the two Kinects, serving as the calibrating geometric
object. On the one hand, the paper is sufﬁciently thin, thus the
two Kinects are well calibrated when the scans captured at two
sides align well. On the other hand, the folded paper contains rich
geometric details which is helpful to geometry alignment. Specifically, we employ a supersymmetric third-order graph matching
algorithm, detailed in Section 4.3, to perform the rigid alignment of
the two scans and calibrate the two Kinects in the geometric way.

(i, j, k),
0,

∀(i, j, k) ∈ 
∀(i, j, k) ∈
/

(1)

where i = (i1 , i2 ), j = (j1 , j2 ), k = (k1 , k2 ) be pairs of feature points from
P1 and P2 respectively, (i1 , j1 , k1 ) ∈ F1 , (i2 , j2 , k2 ) ∈ F2 ,  denotes an
arbitrary permutation of a vector (i,j,k). ∀(i, j, k) ∈ , (i, j, k) ∈ .
A tensor element with (i, j, k) ∈  is called a potential element,
while other elements are called non-potential elements. A potential
element represents one matching result out of all possible matching candidates. For a set S(i,j,k) = {(i, j, k)}, since all the elements
have same tensor value based on our new deﬁnition, we could represent all potential elements in S by a representative one (i, j, k).
We collect all representative elements in a set . Furthermore, as
all non-potential elements have value zero, there is no need to store
them.
Matching between these two feature sets can be represented by
an assignment matrix X in A = {X ∈ {0, 1}N1 ∗N2 }, with each element
representing whether a pair i(i1 , i2 ) is selected in the matching (if
Xi = 1) or not (if Xi = 0). From the third-order tensor viewpoint, the
matching problem is equivalent to ﬁnding the optimal assignment
matrix X * ∈ {0, 1}N1 *N2 , satisfying [17]
X ∗ = argmaxX∈A



T(i, j, k)Xi Xj Xk .

(2)

i,j,k

4.2. Scan denoising

The product Xi Xj Xk will be equal to 1 if the points (i1 , j1 , k1 ) are
matched to the points (i2 , j2 , k2 ), and otherwise 0. T(i, j, k) is the
afﬁnity of the set of assignments {i, j, k}, which is high if the features
in tuple (i1 , j1 , k1 ) have similar values to the features in the tuple
(i2 , j2 , k2 ), and their potential values are similar.

By adapting the depth ﬁltering technique in [13], we perform
consolidation for the partial scans in three steps, i.e., region detection, outlier removal, and spatial ﬁltering. For the region detection
step, we employ the Sobel approximation operator to detect the
boundary pixels, and remove the unreliable pixels (e.g. pixels near
depth edges) by thresholding the depth gradient magnitude, similar to [13]. The main difference between our method and that in
[13] is that we only focus on spatial ﬁltering rather than temporalspatial ﬁltering in [13]. The spatial ﬁltering can denoise the depth
data obtained by Kinect effectively as shown in Fig. 3.

Input: third-order supersymmetric afﬁnity tensor
Output: assignment matrix X with all columns with unit 1 -norm
Initialize X 0 to a matrix with all columns with unit 1 -norm, m = 1
1:
2
Initialize Y0 to a matrix with Yi,0
= Xi,0
2:
3:
repeat

4.3. Scan alignment

4:
5:

Algorithm 1. Supersymmetric third-order tensor power iteration
solution (1 -norm)

6:

This step involves pair-wise rigid alignment of the three partial scans obtained by each Kinect. The same technique is also
used in the geometry alignment in the former two-Kinects calibration. Perhaps the most well-known pairwise alignment method
is the Iterative Closest Points (ICP) method [14]. However, ICPbased algorithms do not work well when the two point clouds
to be aligned have small overlap, which is the case of our system
since the partial scans captured by one Kinect in different pitching angles do not overlap much. Our alignment method is based
on the third-order graph matching technique [15], however, we
utilize supersymmetric tensor representing an afﬁnity metric to

7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

set 
Ym to 0
for each element (i, j, k) of  do

2
2
2
2

Yi,m
=
Yi,m
+ 2(i, j, k)Yj,m−1
Yk,m−1
2
2
2
2

=
+ 2(i, j, k)Yi,m−1
Yk,m−1
Yj,m
Yj,m
2
2
2
2

=
+ 2(i, j, k)Yi,m−1
Yj,m−1
Yk,m
Yk,m

end for

Ym (:, c) = 
Ym (:, c)/||
Ym (:, c)||2 , ∀ column c of Y
m=m+1
until convergence
Xi = Yi2 , ∀ Xi ∈ X

The higher-order tensor problem in Eq. (2) can be approximately
solved by supersymmetric higher-order power method (S-HOPM),
given in [18]. S-HOPM is performed in two iterative steps: higherorder power iteration of X, followed by normalization of X under
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Fig. 4. Illustration of features used in our third-order potential, where edge lengths
are invariant to rigid transformation.

the Frobenius norm. As [15], we could relax the set A to C1 in which
each matrix has unit 1 norm for all columns. Then we should solve
Eq. (3) instead of Eq. (2)
X ∗ = argmaxX∈C1



T(i, j, k)Xi Xj Xk

(3)

i,j,k

which is equivalent to solve
Y ∗ = argmaxY ∈C2



T(i, j, k)Yi2 Yj2 Yk2

(4)

i,j,k

where ∀iYi2 = Xi , C2 is the matrix set in which each matrix has unit
2 norm for all columns. Then we could use the S-HOPM algorithm
framework for unit 2 norm to solve Eq. (4). Consider our supersymmetric afﬁnity tensor Deﬁnition 1, we would further derive the
Yi expression:
2
Yi,m

=





2
2
T(i, j, k)Yj,m−1
Yk,m−1

(i,j,k)∈

=

2
2
2(i, j, k)Yj,m−1
Yk,m−1



(i,j,k)∈

+



2
2
2(j, i, k)Yj,m−1
Yk,m−1

(5)

(j,i,k)∈

+

2
2
2(j, k, i)Yj,m−1
Yk,m−1
.

(j,k,i)∈

Eq. (5) are more compact than earlier expressions in the literature,
as it handles all symmetrically related potential elements as a single
item.
Our third-order potential function  links point feature triples,
where triangles formed by three points are similar under rotation
and translation.
(i, j, k) = ({i1 , i2 }, {j1 , j2 }, {k1 , k2 })
= exp(−1/ε2



˛l − ˛l 2 ),

Fig. 5. Alignment of calibration paper. Top row: initial conﬁguration (left) and point
matching computed by our method (right); Bottom row: alignment computed by
our method (left), by ICP (middle), and by method in [15] (right).

4.3.2. Pairwise partial scan alignment
We use the supersymmetric third-order graph matching algorithm to build pairwise matchings based on uniformly sampled
feature points. Speciﬁcally, a rigid transformation can be computed from each three compatible matching points. Then we use
the mean-shift algorithm to cluster the rigid transformations and
choose the ﬁrst model in the clustering space as the optimal alignment transformation.
Fig. 5 demonstrates the two scans capturing both sides of the
A4 paper used for calibration, as well as our alignment result.
For comparison, the results produced by ICP [14] and the original third-order graph matching algorithm [15] are also shown in
the ﬁgure. Note that since the two Kinects capture two different
sides of the A4 paper, these two scans are mirrored; see Fig. 5 (topleft). For ICP [14], one has to rotate one of the two scans around
y-axis by 180◦ before alignment. Otherwise, ICP [14] would fail
to align them as shown in Fig. 5 (bottom-center). However, our
algorithm resolves the mirror transformation through computing
accurate point matchings. The alignment results produced by our
method and the original graph matching method [15] are similar, as
reﬂected by the standard Root-Mean-Square (RMS) errors less than
0.01 m (measured as the nearest point-to-point distances). However, our method takes about 1.0 s to ﬁnish the alignment, about
half of that taken by the original method [15] (2.3 s). This performance boosting is due to the more compact representation (Eq. (5))
derived from the supersymmetric afﬁnity expression.
Fig. 6 demonstrates the alignment of two partial scans of human
body. In this example, our method produces quality alignment
while the ICP method [14] clearly fails. This further demonstrates
that our method depends less on the initial overlap between the
input scans and is more suitable for our task. For this example, our
method takes 2.5 s while the original method in [15] takes 6.1 s.
4.4. Post-processing and reconstruction

(6)

(l,l )

where ε > 0 is the kernel bandwidth, which is automatically determined as the average of the 1 norm of all differences. {˛l }3l=1 and
{˛l }3l =1 are the edge lengths (in Euclidean distance) formed by feature triples (i1 , j1 , k1 ) and (i2 , j2 , k2 ): see Fig. 4. The whole solving
process is listed in Algorithm 1.
The efﬁciency of our method beneﬁts from two factors. Firstly,
we take the advantage of supersymmetry to derive Y i as in Eq. (5),
using only a single canonical element for computation. Secondly,
the power iteration considers only the non-zero potential elements,
and excludes each non-potential element from the iteration process. The complexity of the whole iteration process depends only
on the number ||. Consequently, this method also reduces memory
cost while keeping accuracy.

After the alignment, we remove the outlier points of the ﬂoor. It
mainly remove the ﬂoor data. To this goal, we ﬁrstly compute the
lowest y coordinate, then choose the vertices whose y coordinate

Fig. 6. Alignment of partial scans of human body. From left to right: initial conﬁguration, alignment computed by our method, and by ICP.
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Fig. 7. Illustration of gap ﬁlling with Quadratic Bézier curve.

less than y + 1.5 cm as the candidate ﬂoor points. Secondly, we use
the mean shift algorithm for the normal of these candidate points
to get the ﬂoor points which is the ﬁrst cluster of the result. Then we
estimate a plane P for the ﬂoor points. Finally, we treat the points
below P and the points whose distance to P is smaller than 1 cm as
outliers and remove them.
Since we use two Kinects to capture from the front and back
side, there is a narrow band of missing data between the two corresponding partial scans when the in-between regions are invisible
from both the two Kinects; see Fig. 8.
We utilize the spatial quadratic Bézier curve to ﬁll the gaps. The
basic idea of our gap ﬁlling method is illustrated in Fig. 7. We ﬁrst
extract the boundary points of the front and back partial scans, by
utilizing the method described in [13], which detected the boundary pixels by thresholding the depth gradient magnitude based on
the Sobel operator. Then, we denote them as Pf and Pb , from the
front Kinect camera Cf and the back one Cb respectively. The closest point to any point p1 ∈ Pf is searched and denoted as p2 . We
build a line whose normal is along the direction from the camera
Cf to p1 . Similarly, another line passing through Cb and p2 is also
found. We then compute the closest point to the above two lines,
denoted as pc . Based on the three points p1 , pc and p2 , a quadratic
Bézier curve is calculated. Finally, we sample the Bézier curve by
adding new points whose interval is similar to the average distance
of the neighboring points in Pf . Fig. 8 shows the gap ﬁlling results
for the aligned front and back partial scans, where the newly added
points are colored in black, in-between the front (green) and back
(red) boundaries.
Based on the captured data and the newly added points in the
gap, we utilize the Poisson surface reconstruction algorithm [19]
to build the ﬁnal mesh model. The reconstructed model is a closed
triangular mesh with personal features. In Fig. 9, we show that

Fig. 9. Poisson reconstruction generates the wrong surface (middle) when applied
directly to the aligned partial scans (left). Correct surface can be reconstructed after
gap ﬁlling (right).

visible artifacts can appear in the reconstruction result if without
gap ﬁlling.
5. Results
5.1. Experimental results
Our alignment algorithm performs global optimization over
all higher-order feature tuples simultaneously to compute point
matching, therefore it works well in the small overlap situation,
which is difﬁcult to traditional ICP methods. Experiments demonstrate that our method produces desirable results in both the
calibration (e.g. Fig. 5) and the alignment (e.g. Fig. 6) stages.
Fig. 9 demonstrates the effect of gap ﬁlling on surface reconstruction. The Poisson reconstruction by [19] on the aligned front
and back scans presents notable artifacts due to the gap. The ﬁnal
reconstruction result with gap ﬁlling is shown in the right.
Fig. 10 demonstrates the capturing and reconstruction of personalized avatar results on different persons. The reconstructed
surfaces contain rich geometric details representing personalized
features such as face, hairstyle and salient cloth wrinkles. Moreover,
since Kinect captures calibrated color images and depth images
simultaneously, the ﬁnal avatar can be automatically textured with
the color images as shown in the right two columns in Fig. 10.
5.2. Evaluation
In summary, our system possesses the following features which
are critical for practical usability.
• Flexible and simple system setup. In our system, the conﬁguration
of the two Kinects is quite ﬂexible and easy to do for a casual user.
• Low price. A Microsoft Kinect is at a price of about $150, so the
total cost of our system is about $300.
• Small space occupation. The space occupation of our system is
about 3 m × 1 m × 2 m which is much smaller than that of [5].
• Fast capture. The capturing process is fast so that the user hold a
static pose about 3 s.
The running time (tested on a PC laptop with Intel Core i7 processor at 1.6 GHz) is reported in Table 1. The whole process of
capturing and reconstruction takes about 1 min.
Six biometric measurements are calculated on the constructed
human models and compared with those measured on the
corresponding real persons. The accuracy of our biometric measurements is comparable to that of the methods in [5] and [4].

Fig. 8. Gap ﬁlling example. Given the front and back scans brought into alignment
(left), new points (black) are added to ﬁll the gap between the boundaries of front
and back scans, shown in green and red respectively. The ﬁnal result is shown in the
right. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of the article.)

Table 1
Average running time (s).
Capture

Calibration

Denoising

Alignment

Reconstruction

Texture

3

1

2

10

40

10
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Fig. 10. Capturing and reconstruction of personalized avatar for various persons. From left to right: aligned front scans, aligned back scans, merged front and back scans,
reconstructed surface, textured model in two views (grey regions depict ﬁlled gaps).

Table 2
Average error of biometric measurements (cm).
Height

Neck to hip distance

Shoulder width

Arm length

Leg length

Waist girth

Hip girth

1.0

2.4

1.9

3.2

2.2

6.5

4.0
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Table 3
Performance comparison with existing methods.

Devices
Tc
Tp
Accuracy

[4]

[5]

[8]

Ours

1 Kinect
Over 4 s
65 min
2.2 cm

3 Kinects + 1 turntable
30 s
6 min
6.2 cm

1 Kinect
30 s
5 min
4 cm

2 Kinects
3s
1 min
6.5 cm

Table 2 shows the average error in centimeter. It can be seen that
the reconstructed models approximate the real persons well.
The accuracy of the reconstructed mesh is mainly affected by
two aspects: geometry capture and hole ﬁlling. We would explain
them in the following:
• The geometric capture accuracy is determined by the Kinect
device, whose performance has been thoroughly analyzed by
[20]. In a short, the accuracy regresses quadratically with the distance measurement. Kinect’s depth accuracy is from accurate to
2 mm at 1 m (3.3 ft) distance from Kinect to accurate to 2.5 cm
at 3 m (9.9 ft) distance from Kinect. The distance between two
Kinects is 1.5–3m, this implies that the distance between the capturing subject and one Kinect is about 0.75–1.5m, so the depth
error of our system would be less than 5 mm for the captured
data.
• The hole ﬁlling, a key step to reconstruct the 3D mesh, is achieved
by the spatial quadratic Bézier curve ﬁtting. The new added points
are generated from the simulated curves, rather than captured
in the real way. This would deﬁnitely add reconstruction error,
which is larger than those resulting from the capture. It is also
easy to understand the average error difference of biometric measurements. The waist part in the large volume always has loose
and fat belly, so, the waist girth has the largest error due to the
hole ﬁlling from the boundary points.
5.3. Comparison
A clean comparison, between our system and existing methods
[4], [5], and [8], is shown in Table 3, where Tc and Tp are the capture
and processing time respectively, The accuracy is the maximal L2
distance error. It is noticeable that the key feature of our system is
the capture speed, a moment, or quantitatively 3 s, which is short
enough for the person being captured to hold a static pose stably
and comfortably.
5.4. Skeleton-driven avatar animation
The reconstructed personalized avatar can be animated by using
the precomputed skeleton provided by Kinect. Alternatively, we
can extract skeleton using the method of [21]. As a preprocessing,
we utilize the method in [22] to automatically rig the extracted

Fig. 12. Two failure cases where the bodies are occluded (red circle) and the reconstructed geometry is incorrect. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)

skeleton to the reconstructed avatar. Fig. 11 demonstrates the animated avatar driven by the Kinect skeleton.
5.5. Failure case
Our gap ﬁlling only works for the missing parts between the
front and back scans, but not for general missing data due to occlusion. When the user takes a static pose with self-occlusion with
respect to both Kinects, our method does not provide a mechanism
to recover the occluded geometry. Fig. 12 shows two failure cases
where the bodies are occluded and the reconstructed geometry is
incorrect.
6. Conclusions
We present a system for fast capture of personalized avatar of
any person, which has been tested and shown to be effective in outof-laboratory environment. The experimental results demonstrate
that our system is easy-to-use with a relatively simple system setup
(two easily conﬁgured Kinects), low price, small space occupation,
and fast capturing speed (in 3 s). The capture and reconstruction
process is fully automatic, taking about 1 min to obtain the full
result.
There are several aspects for further development to improve
our system. Firstly, the quality of the reconstructed models is still
not high due to the low quality depth data obtained by Kinects.
More advanced methods for point cloud denoising and superresolution could be utilized to better consolidate the depth data.
Secondly, one of the main challenges of point cloud precessing
is how to ﬁll complex holes in noisy depth data with plausible
surfaces. It is more natural and effective to complete the missing
regions with the help of prior template. Finally, more studies could
be conducted to further improve the usability of the capturing system by exploiting the new features in the latest release of Kinect
SDK.
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